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INTRODUCTION TO SOVRYN PERPETUAL FUTURES

• The AMM pricing approach is based on 
derivatives pricing theory which results in a 
capital efficient system.

• We use Chainlink oracles as price indices 
underlying the Perpetuals Pricing.

• Funding rates are accrued continuously and 
paid with every trade or margin action of a 
trader.

Sovryn Perpetual Futures are 
standard perpetuals, but 
decentralized and traded via 
Automated Market Maker 
(AMM) 

• Sovryn Perpetuals also feature limit and stop-limit orders with 
an on-chain order-book.

• The AMM design makes it possible to have any collateral 
currency, for example a BNB/USD perpetual collateralized in 
BTC.

• Liquidity providers do not suffer from impermanent loss, 
instead they participate in the Profit & Loss of the AMM.

• Different perpetuals with the same collateral currency can 
share a liquidity pool and thereby diversify the risks for the 
AMM and liquidity providers.

• Various risk-mitigation techniques help us to keep the system 
safe while offering a competitive trading experience on the 
BNB Smartchain with a block-time of 3 seconds.
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2022 ROADMAP SOVRYN PERPETUAL FUTURES

Q1

Testnet Trading 
Competition

Q2 Q3

Testnet publicly available

Mainnet Trading Competition 
on BNB Smartchain 

Q4

February 12-22

Trading competition on 
BNB Smartchain Testnet
BTC/USD perpetual 
collateralized in BTC

Limit and Stop 
Limit orders

Audit
Smart Contract audit 
completed by 
Hacken.io 

Introduced on BNB Testnet We provide a front-end for 
testnet trading

BTC/USD perpetual collateralized in 
BTC

Mainnet trading
Full launch of Sovryn Perpetuals, 
will feature more perpetuals: 
BTC/USD, BNB/USD, ETH/USD, 
Gold/USD collateralized in BTC

done

Beginning of July

July 12 - 19

With increased adoption

Additional perps and pools
We are working on adding 
more non-crypto perpetuals, 
such as FX; We aim to launch 
a USD-stablecoin margined 
pool

Liquidity Provision 
Frontend
Sovryn will provide a front-
end for liquidity provision so 
anyone can participate in the 
Profit & Loss of the system

End of the year

done

done
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AMM: A NOVEL PRICING APPROACH

Most AMMs for derivatives attempt to deal 
with risk by offering expensive prices to 
traders (in the form of slippage, fees, 
spreads, interest rates,...), to levels that 
should usually protect Liquidity Providers, 
but make trading unattractive.

Instead, Sovryn Perpetuals 
set the prices so that trades 
that hedge the AMM risk are 
most profitable.
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Pricing approach:
● The AMM has a default risk that is incorporated 

in the pricing.
● The trader enters the future contract and pays 

a default insurance.
○ Insurance priced like a credit default 

swap (CDS).
○ If a trader reduces the AMM risk, they 

receive a CDS rebate.

Prices incentivize traders to 
hedge the AMM risk.

AMM: A NOVEL PRICING APPROACH

With Q(x) being the CDS price for trading quantity x, the 
mid-price is at spot+Q(0). A trader that trades an amount 
k* which minimizes the AMM risk pays the spot price.
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The basis for the funding rate is the mark premium rate, 
which we define as an exponentially weighted moving 
average of the relative deviation of the perpetual mid-
price from the spot index.

FUNDING RATES

Sovryn Perpetuals feature 
standard funding rates. 

The funding rate is paid from the long to 
the short, if there is a net long exposure;
from the short to the long, if there is a 
net short exposure.

The funding rate is then calculated from the premium 
rate as

f =max(r, △) + min(r, △)+sgn(K)b,

where r is the mark premium rate, △ a constant “clamp”, 
K the net trader exposure, and b a small constant (e.g., 
1 basis point).

The rate is interpreted as an 8-hour rate and globally 
updated with every trade. The funding rate for a given 
trader is charged/paid with every trade or 
leverage/margin action of that trader.
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LIQUIDITY PROVISION

Each perpetual has its own AMM fund.

● Participants earn a share of the trading fees and 
Profit & Loss of the AMMs. 

● Participants provide the currency of the 
respective pool, and, since they have only one 
currency and can be both long or short, they do 
not suffer from impermanent loss.

The default fund is used to slowly replenish AMM funds 
if they fall below their target size.
Initially, the Sovryn DAO provides the liquidity for AMM 
funds and the default fund. The only fund relevant for 
pricing is the AMM fund. This is to prevent price 
manipulation by liquidity providers.

Liquidity Providers can add funds to the Participation Fund 
for each pool in the respective collateral currency. Liquidity 
Providers participate in the system’s P&L.

Each liquidity pool can host different perpetuals 
that share the same collateral currency.
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RISK MITIGATION

Basis-trades between Sovryn Perpetuals and other exchanges help to 
net the AMM exposure.

There is a maximal trade size for long and short. However, traders are 
always allowed to close their positions.

Maximal trade sizes are asymmetric, to keep the AMM exposure from 
increasing without bound, and to allow trades that help reduce it.

The bid-ask spread varies between two states, depending on the 
system’s available funds.

By design, the AMM exposure is always at the receiving side of the 
funding rate. This helps to compensate the AMM for the market risk 
encountered.

Funds provided by liquidity providers are not incorporated into the 
pricing, so that they cannot manipulate prices and profit from trading 
and removing or adding funds.
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Mark price premiums are updated only once every block and applied 
to the next block, this prevents flash-loan attacks.

AMM funds have a dynamic target size. The size is chosen so that 
traders are offered a reasonable price.

Default funds have a dynamic target size that is determined similar 
to that of a clearing house default fund.

Sovryn calibrates perpetual parameters via agent-based simulations 
on historical price data. Parameters include trading fees, minimal 
spreads, parameters for default fund sizes, initial margin and 
maintenance margin.

If the system runs out of funds, traders are settled at the mark price. 
If there is a loss after using all funds, all active traders share the loss.
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RISK MITIGATION
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Where to go 
from here?

Sovryn Perpetual Futures Whitepaper

GitHub, Wiki

Video Tutorial

Try perpetuals on BNB Smartchain testnet

Join Discord, Twitter, Telegram

https://github.com/DistributedCollective/sovryn-perpetual-futures/blob/main/docs/SovrynPerpetualsV1_1.9.pdf
https://github.com/DistributedCollective/sovryn-perpetual-futures
https://wiki.sovryn.app/en/home
https://drive.google.com/file/d/1Ho93G24O2PYORMaM89saOA7lS_OOi6_P/view?usp=sharing
https://test.sovryn.app/perpetuals
https://discord.com/invite/J22WS6z
https://twitter.com/SovrynBTC
https://t.me/SovrynBitcoin

